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This self-study exam preparation guide for the CEH Certified Ethical Hacker certification exam contains everything you need to test yourself and pass the Exam. All Exam topics are covered and insider secrets, complete explanations of all CEH Certified Ethical Hacker subjects, test tricks and tips, numerous highly realistic sample questions, and exercises designed to strengthen understanding of CEH Certified Ethical Hacker concepts and prepare you for exam success on the first attempt are provided.
  The CEH exam certifies individuals in the specific network security discipline of Ethical Hacking from a vendor-neutral perspective. The Certified Ethical Hacker certification will fortify the application knowledge of security officers, auditors, security professionals, site administrators, and anyone who is concerned about the integrity of the network infrastructure. A Certified Ethical Hacker is a skilled professional who understands and knows how to look for the weaknesses and vulnerabilities in target  

  Can you imagine valuing a book so much that you send the author a "Thank You" letter?  

  Tens of thousands of people understand why this is a worldwide best-seller. Is it the authors years of experience? The endless hours of ongoing research? The interviews with those who failed the exam, to identify gaps in their knowledge? Or is it the razor-sharp focus on making sure you don't waste a single minute of your time studying any more than you absolutely have to? Actually, it's all of the above.  

  This book includes new exercises and sample questions never before in print. Offering numerous sample questions, critical time-saving tips plus information available nowhere else, this book will help you pass the CEH Certified Ethical Hacker exam on your FIRST try.   

  Up to speed with the theory? Buy this. Read it. And Pass the CEH Certified Ethical Hacker Exam.
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Principles of Computer Security CompTIA Security+ and Beyond Lab Manual, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	The success of a learning endeavor rests on several factors, including the complexity of the material
	and the level of direct involvement on the part of the student. It takes more than passive attendance at
	a lecture to learn most complex subjects. To truly learn and understand all of the elements of a complex
	issue requires exploration...
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Global Information Society: Operating Information Systems in a Dynamic Global Business EnvironmentIdea Group Publishing, 2005
In today’s digital 21st century, almost all businesses face intense competition from competitors all around the globe. The rapid change of the global environment forces enterprises to seek suitable business strategies to sustain them in the competitive marketplace. This leads enterprises to change their existing ways of conducting and...
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Exploring Swift Playgrounds: The Fastest and Most Effective Way to Learn to Code and to Teach Others to Use Your CodeApress, 2017

	Learn how to build playgrounds so you can test your code, syntax, and ideas quickly. You can even learn from playgrounds built by others or build playgrounds to teach. And the playgrounds you build and use on your Mac and on your iPad are automatically shared using your Apple ID.  
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Hypnotherapy For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

	Hypnosis is a subject everyone has an opinion about, but few people have ever directly experienced. Hypnotherapy, on the other hand, is a topic that leaves many people baffled or completely blank. So what exactly is the difference between hypnosis and hypnotherapy? That's one of questions this book answers.


	An important point...
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Make an E-commerce Site in a Weekend: Using PHPApress, 2015

	
		Learn to build e-commerce sites using PHP by installing a server using WAMP, configuring MySQL for your product database, creating your product database and tables, and writing the required PHP scripts for accessing and inserting data into the database. Make an E-commerce Site in a Weekend: Using PHP details how to create...
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Device and Materials Modeling in PEM Fuel Cells (Topics in Applied Physics)Springer, 2008
The impact of proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells on energy generation will parallel the impact of the integrated circuit on information technology. The underlying processes in PEM fuel cells have strong ties to energy generation at the mitochondrial level in organic life. The potential applications range from the micron scale to large...
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